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Abstract

Along with increasing security measures in Android platforms, the amount
of Android malware that use remote exploits has grown significantly. Using
mobile botnets, attackers concentrate on reliable attack vectors such as SMS
messages. Short Message Service (SMS) has been increasingly targeted by
a number of malicious applications (“apps”) that have the ability to abuse
SMS features in order to send spam, to transfer command and control (C&C)
instructions, to distribute malicious applications via URLs embedded in text
messages, to send text messages to premium-rate numbers, and to exploit
smartphones.

In this paper, we propose an SMS-based botnet detection formwork that
uses multi-agent technology based on observations of SMS and Android
smartphone features. This formwork has the ability to detect SMS botnets and
identify ways to block the attacks in order to prevent damage caused by botnet
attacks. We developed an adaptive hybrid model of SMS botnet detectors
by using a combination of signature-based and anomaly-based algorithms.
These components utilize multi-agent technology to recognize malicious SMS
and prevent users from opening these messages that infecting smartphones.
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This framework includes defence module that employed a more proactive
approach that allows us to directly generate signatures and rules that can
be used to protect Android smartphones from abuse by SMS botnets. The
framework creates a user profile that is used to perform behavioural profiling
analysis in order to identity malicious SMS and cut the C&C Channel.

Keywords: SMS, mobile botnet, intrusion detection, Android malware,
multi-agent system.

1 Introduction

One of the most serious threats to Internet security is the proliferation of
botnets. Recently, there has been a dramatic rise in the use of botnets. The
etymological concept of botnet comes from the term “bot”, which means that
victims are controlled by an attacker. The attacker, also known as the bot
master, has the capability of controlling large-scale networks of bots from
various locations in order to carry out attacks. The characteristics of C&C
channels have evolved from IRC-based to HTTP-based, FTP-based, DNS-
based, Twitter-based, and SMS-based, and from the centralized structure to
P2P and Fast Flux Network Services [15]. However, mobile botnets have
become serious issue because of the increasing worldwide trend in the use of
mobile devices. A mobile botnet is a network of compromised smartphones
that share the same command and control (C&C) infrastructure, controlled by
a bot master to perform a variety of malicious attacks [11].

One of the main components of a botnet is the C&C channel, which is
used by attackers to carry out C&C communication. With the availability of
SMS on smartphones, SMS messages are used to transfer C&C commands,
send SMS spam, send premium-rate SMS messages without user knowledge
[18] and distribute malware as propagation vectors. SMS based C&C presents
some advantages for the bot master. The first advantage is that the attacker
can communicate with the root node, given that communication utilizes
a tree topology. The second advantage is that it makes detection of bot
communications very difficult. On the other hand, SMS based C&C has
disadvantages that pose challenges for bot masters. Initially, the bot master
must assess whether the tree is still intact, and that there are no breaks in the
tree or missing nodes that might compromise the communication process [16].

In this paper, we propose an SMS-based botnet detection framework using
intelligent agents that are used to detect malicious SMS messages and monitor
smartphone resources which are typically targeted by SMS botnet attacks. The
framework is based on a multi-layer model which consists of three modules
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and JADE agents namely, an SMS signature-based detection module, an
anomaly-based detection module, and a defence module. An SMS signature-
based detection module can be used to combat SMS botnets by applying
pattern-matching detection approaches, and using rule-based techniques. An
anomaly-based detection module employs unsupervised learning techniques
to group SMS messages into four class labels and to classify reported text
messages to one of those four classes. The module also uses profiling analysis
to detect whether there are any correlations between classification results
and alerts from profiling analysis and label SMS messages as either normal
or malicious. A defence module can be used as a more proactive approach
which directly generates signatures and rules in order to protect Android
smartphones from abuse by SMS botnets. A multi-agent system that can be
used to observe Android mobile devices and to interact with service provider
agents in order to detect malicious applications and SMS botnet activities
on Android mobile devices. We have developed an intelligent and proactive
framework that scans incoming and outgoing text messages, monitorsAndroid
resources and observes user usage that includes user connectivity time. The
framework creates a user profile that is used to perform behavioural profiling
analysis in order to identity malicious SMS and cut the C&C Channel.

2 Related Works

Considering the advances and evolution of mobile botnets, botnets have
become an effective malware-launching platform through which a new
“worm” or virus may be sent out instantaneously by numerous bots. These
malicious applications exfiltrate SMS messages in a unique way. Some botnets
forward the content of the user SMS messages to unintended recipients, using
specific phone numbers that are provided by the attacker. Other SMS botnet
activities include sending SMS spam, transferring C&C instructions, launch-
ing denial-of-service (DoS) attacks to send premium-rate SMS messages
without user permission, and propagating malware via URLs sent within SMS
messages.

In terms of combating the use of SMS as a propagation vector, Hua
et al. [12] have designed and developed security managers based on mobile
characteristics; this is a host-based solution. Another solution proposed by
Kok et al. [13] is use of anti-botnets that consist of four different modules:
analysis, detection, mitigation and prevention. However, they only describe
their model in general terms without giving any details on how to spot and
respond to mobile botnets. In contrast, Vural et al. [19] discuss the potential
threat of botnets based on mobile networks by differentiating between human
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and bot activities with respect to the delay, volume, and median of weekly
outgoing and incoming text messages. They propose an anomaly detection
approach that uses computational intelligence techniques to detect botnets.

The use of a multi-agent approach in smartphone security with a focus on
the Android platform is a new area of research. Several multi-agent platforms
have been developed for smartphones. Agüero et al. [2] present the Agent
Platform Independent Model (APIM) for mobile devices. Their proposed
approach has been implemented and tested on the Android platform with
some limitations. Alam et al. [3] present a context-aware multi-agent based
framework for securing Android devices by collecting Android data which is
then analyzed in the central server. Cheng [8] proposes a multi-agent security
system for the Android platform that uses agents to collect data from Android
devices, and then send it to agent service providers to make a decision. The
study shows that multi-agent systems can be adapted to the Android platform
with its inherent resource limitations.

3 Proposed Framework

The architecture of the proposed detection system consists of four different
components: a multi-agent system, a SMS signature-based detection, an
anomaly-based detection module, and a defence module. These components
are divided into two tiers: Android mobile devices and a service provider.
Figure 1 shows the proposed model design that will serve as a comprehensive
SMS botnet-detection mechanism.

3.1 Multi-Agent System

The framework incorporates two components: Android mobile devices and
a server that offers services. A multi-agent system has different agents with
related responsibilities and goals to achieve. Figure 1 shows our complete
framework design that functions as a comprehensive SMS botnet detection
mechanism, and illustrates the interaction between agents and other modules.

Our proposed framework requires a multi-agent system with extensive
knowledge about distributed systems and required agent interactions in order
to observe, monitor, and handle the data exchange. One of the most well-
known multi-agent system frameworks is the JADE platform [5].

The proposed framework includes the following task functions:

1. An Android user can install the SMS botnet detection application in order
to protect his smartphone against SMS botnets.
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2. An Android user must register with a service provider that can provide
all the services and keep a list of all registered devices.

3. The service provider is responsible for maintaining the list of Android
devices and offering the services to the subscribed Android devices.

4. AnAndroid mobile device must check its phone status, including Internet
connection, battery level, and network status, and report them to the
service provider.

5. An Android device runs a signature detection algorithm to check the
incoming and outgoing text messages, and then reports the suspicious
and malicious SMS messages to the service provider.

6. The service provider must frequently update the signatures and send the
update to the subscribedAndroid device in order to detect malicious SMS
messages.

7. AnAndroid device updates its current profile and sends information to the
service provider with the user’s permission. The service provider keeps
updated the user profiles for each Android device in order to perform
further analysis.

8. The service provider has a detection module that will perform anomaly
detection and profile analysis on the reported data. It also finds any
correlations between the data, and accordingly makes recommendations
to the Android device. The recommendations include but are not limited
to updating the signature, maintaining the phone number blacklist, sub-
mitting theAndroid profile, removing a certain application, and reporting
back information about a specific application. It is up to the mobile device
user to take action based on the recommendations.

The Android profiling approach is an agent-based implementation of the
SMS botnet detection framework. Each module of the SMS botnet detection
framework is implemented in order to interact with agents using the JAVA/
JADE [5] development environment. The architecture of the proposed multi-
agent system is shown in Figure 1. In the service provider, there are three
types of agents: the central, SMS profiling and Android profiling agents. For
each Android smartphone, there are four different types of agent: the Android,
signature detection, app-profile, and user-profile agents.

3.1.1 Service provider agent responsibilities
As shown in Figure 1, the service provider has three agents and two modules
that are used to process the data, in order to detect SMS botnets and malicious
SMS, to make intelligent decisions, and to perform actions. The three major
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agents that perform the majority of the activities of the detection system are
the central agent, the Android profiling agent and the SMS profiling agent, as
outlined below. Based on the results of profiling analysis, these agents provide
service and offer further analysis to achieve a high detection rate and make
intelligent decisions, in order to detect SMS botnet activities.

An Android mobile device must subscribe to the central agent in order to
obtain all the defined services from the SMS profiling and android profiling
agents. The central agent registers the Android agents and informs the service
provider agents about each new subscription request, so that they may start
offering services to all agents in the Android smartphone. The central agent
also informs the Android agent that these agents have been added, so they can
begin to protect Android smartphones. The central agent sends commands
to the Android agents, detailing the decision that has been obtained and
established in the defence module. It manages all the local agents situated in the
service provider. The central agent also performs activities that are relevant to
Android mobile device agents, such as managing, updating, blocking, deleting
and controlling. The SMS profiling agent handles reported SMS messages
that are considered malicious or suspicious, and maintains SMS logs. These
received SMS data and logs are forwarded to the detection module to verify
whether they are deemed to be botnet activities. This agent also obtains the
generated signatures and rules that are reported by the defence module, which
need to be forwarded to the signature detection agents. Once the profile
updates are received by the android profiling agent in the service provider, this
particular agent will then maintain and update the profile for all subscribed
smartphones. Additionally, this agent updates the received changes from the
detection module. It responds to detection module requests, which are findings
and actions that need to be acted upon.

3.1.2 Android smartphone agents responsibilities
An Android mobile user must subscribe to the central agent in order to
obtain all the defined services and to maintain the interaction between local
agents. The agents monitor incoming and outgoing SMS messages and send
them to the SMS signature detection module. They also observe smartphones
behaviour and resources. The function of SMS signature detection module
will be described extensively in the next section. There are four major agents
within Android mobile devices, namely, an Android agent, an SMS signature
detection agent, an app-profile agent, and a user-profile agent.

The Android agent establishes a connection with the central agent. It
plays a critical role in the system, since it creates a channel that allows
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communication from the actual phone to the service provider. It also manages
and supervises the interactions between local agents, and sends requests to
the app-profile and user-profile agents when malicious or suspicious SMS is
detected. The signature detection agent monitors incoming and outgoing SMS
messages. This agent obtains updates of the signatures and rules from the SMS
profiling agents. It forwards all incoming and outgoing SMS messages to the
SMS Signature module, which performs the detection and sends the results
back to the agent. If the SMS message is labeled as normal, the agent will
deliver it to the SMS default app, and if the SMS message is malicious or
suspicious, the agent will send a command to the Android agent, which can
then request the current profile update to be sent by the app-profile and user-
profile agents. All local agents will forward the current profiles to Android
profiling agent, while simultaneously sending reported SMS messages to the
SMS profiling agent. The app-profile agent is responsible for creating app
profiles by observing installed applications that include the granted permis-
sions, and apps that access the browser or try to communicate and broadcast
with other installed applications. This agent responds to the requests from
the Android agent, and forwards the current profiles to the Android profiling
agent. The user-profile agent builds a profile by monitoring user connectivity
time, maintains the phone number blacklist, and reports daily usage of the
mobile phone. This agent responds to the requests from the Android agent and
forwards the current profiles to Android profiling agent.

3.2 SMS Signature-Based Detection

Focusing on incoming and outgoing SMS messages, the proposed design for
Android mobile devices uses a signature-based detection algorithm to identify
SMS botnets. As illustrated in Figure 1, SMS signatures are obtained and
copied from an SMS signature database where signatures of known botnets
and malware are stored.

We employ a content-based mechanism using a signature-based approach.
Signatures are patterns or sets of rules that can uniquely identify an attack.
Traditionally, the signature-based approach extracts the features from traffic
and detects malicious activity by comparing incoming traffic to the signatures
of attacks. The main disadvantage of signature detection is its inability to
detect an unknown attack, for example an attack that has not been seen
before, or an attack that does not have a corresponding signature. In order to
address this issue, our approach labels an unknown attack as either suspicious
or normal using rule-based techniques. We use a real-time content-based
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signature detection to differentiate between normal, suspicious and malicious
SMS based on the content of the SMS, and then display the result of the
suspicious SMS to the Android user, who may then choose whether to remove
the SMS or not.

3.2.1 Signature-based detection engine
As shown in Figure 1, the first step to effectively spot malicious SMS is to
extract SMS features that have the potential to distinguish the behaviour of
SMS text messages. The names and descriptions of these features are given in
Table 1. In order to develop an effective signature-based detection approach
to combat malicious malware, we extract sender phone numbers and SMS
content from our dataset; then, from the SMS content, we extract embedded
URLs, commands, phone numbers, and phishing words as signatures for our
approach. To process the SMS message, we have implemented an SMS feature
extractor element to extract the selected features of the incoming and outgoing
SMS messages, and then pass these features the signature detection engine.
The signature-based detection engine initially compares the selected features
of a given SMS message (FromPhone#, ToPhone#, and Content) with provided
signatures, and, if there is a match, the SMS is blocked. However, if the
selected features do not match any of the signatures, the algorithm goes deeper
and analyzes the body of the SMS. We extracted URLs, phone numbers, and
commands by finding token strings in each SMS text body and matching them
against the defined signatures.

As some attackers use obfuscation techniques to avoid detection, we
define three variable patterns to match obfuscated URLs, phone numbers, and
commands using regular expression. If the SMS text has a URL, command,
or phone number, the algorithm matches it against provided signatures. If
there is a match, the SMS is blocked, but if there is no match, more evidence
is sought to classify the SMS by applying rule-based techniques. A set of

Table 1 Features selected for SMS signature-based detection
Feature Description
FromPhone# sender phone number
ToPhone# recipient phone number
URLs links within SMS message
Command specific words
Phones# phone number in SMS content
Content SMS text
Phishing Words words used with malicious content
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rules is then applied for unknown SMS. If the SMS matches a rule, it is
classified as suspicious. Otherwise, it is considered normal. Finally, the output
from the SMS signature-based detection algorithm labels the SMS as normal,
suspicious, or malicious. If the SMS message is malicious, it will be deleted;
however, if the SMS message is suspicious, it will be shown to the user with
some information related to the detected SMS. If the SMS message is normal,
a message to this effect will be displayed for the user.

3.3 Anomaly-Based Detection Module

The anomaly-Based approach requires that an application be installed on
user smartphones, to perform real-time signature detection and monitor
smartphones’ behaviour, in order to build Android profiles.

The detection module consists of five components. The architecture of
the detection module is shown in Figure 1. The first component is an
SMS and profile collection, which is responsible for receiving, combin-
ing, storing and retrieving data. The second component is SMS clustering,
which groups SMS messages based on their similarity. The third component
is SMS classification that classifies an SMS text message to one of the
class labels. The fourth component employs profile analysis on each of the
reportedAndroid profiles. The final component is SMS correlation that applies
rule-based correlation techniques to identify whether there are correlations
between outputs from the class labels and any abnormal activities in Android
profiles.

The basic steps of our anomaly detection approach are as follows: The pre-
process step takes the labelled datasets and applies the “stop words removal”
and “stem words” functions. Afterward, the clustering step uses an X-Mean
algorithm that assigns SMS messages to a number of clusters, such that each
cluster has similar distances between the instances. The clustering analysis
step then analyzes the output of the clusters, and groups them into four class
labels. In the SMS classification step, only the reported SMS messages from
the Android devices are input into the classifier. The classifier assigns each
reported SMS message to one of the four class labels. In this step, we verify
each class label to confirm that the messages are correctly classified. This
step is repeated until all SMS messages have been classified. Next, the profile
analysis step carries out profiling analysis on the reported profiles. Finally, the
SMS correlation step is employed to draw rule-based correlations between the
four class labels and profile outputs, in order to label the SMS messages as
either normal or malicious and to identify SMS botnets.
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3.3.1 SMS and profiles collection
The SMS and profiles collection is where input data is stored. There are three
types of input sources, namely, labelled SMS datasets, reported text messages,
and reported Android profiles. The SMS profiles collection is responsible for
collecting, combining, storing, retrieving and managing this data, to allow
for more robust detection. There are no other existing tools used to capture
SMS messages and smartphones’ behaviour. We have implemented a real-
time signature detection method in Section 3.2 to detect SMS botnets in
smartphones, and to report SMS messages and profiles that need further
analysis. A set of the features, as listed in Table 2, is each reported SMS
messages, along with a time stamp. The third input source to our detection,
Android profiles have a set of features as listed in Table 3. TheAndroid profiles
are collected in smartphone devices and are reported whenever a suspicious
or malicious SMS is detected.

3.3.2 SMS clustering
The advantage of using the clustering technique is that it provides a logical
summary of the collected data in terms of text-clusters [14]. It can be used

Table 2 Reported SMS features
Feature Name Feature Description
TypeofSMS label SMS as incoming and outgoing
FromPhone# sender phone number
ToPhone# receiver phone number
Text SMS text
URLs links within SMS message
Command botnet C&C instructions
Phone# phone number in SMS content
AgentID identify an agent who delivered SMS
Timestamp time when profile received
In contact list is the FromPhone# in contact list

Table 3 Android user profiling features
Feature Name Feature Description
Installed Applications List of current installed applications.
Running Applications List of running applications.
Granted Permissions List of current application permissions.
Running Services List of current running services.
Browser Accessibility Keep track of browser usages.
Connectivity Times Observe user connectivity time.
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to offer a summary understanding of the complete content of the underlying
dataset. The unsupervised clustering algorithm that is used for SMS botnet
detection is X-means clustering.

Given a set of SMS messages, S, to be clustered into X number of groups
and an N × N distance matrix, we must begin by randomly initializing the
first cluster center that is selected from among the data points that are being
clustered. This cluster center, called the centroid, assigns each SMS to the
closest center cluster, and then follows an iteration of the following steps
until it gets to its stable status: first, determine the centroid coordinate, then
determine the distance of each object from the centroid, and finally, group
the object based on minimum distance (i.e., find the closet centroid). After all
input SMS messages have been assigned, the new mean value is updated by
calculating each centroid and then the SMS are re-assigned to clusters. This
reassigning and updating continues until each SMS message is in the correct
cluster.

The data set that is used for the cluster is a combination of malicious and
legitimate SMS messages. As an output of the clustering, a number of clusters
will have different kinds of messages. We analyze the result of clusters and
group them into four class labels. The first class is called ‘All Malicious’, which
consist of only malicious SMS; the second is ‘Majority Malicious’, in which
the majority of the text messages are malicious messages; the third is ‘All
Normal’, that contain all legitimate text messages; and the fourth is ‘Majority
Normal’, where the majority of text messages are legitimate.

3.3.3 SMS classification
Although clustering is fundamentally an unsupervised learning approach, the
clustering technique can also be used to increase the classification accuracy
of supervised detection [1]. In order to classify the reported SMS to one of
the four class labels list in Section 3.3.2, the following method is used.

In this stage, when new suspicious SMS messages are reported to the
detection module, we begin by pre-processing each one. After that, we take
each text message and add it to all the class labels. For each class label,
we calculate the TF-IDF weight, then apply the cosine similarity method to
measure the similarity of the text message to each group by calculating the
mean of each group. We find the minimum mean vector among the four class
labels, and assign the text message to that class.After that, we remove the SMS
message from other class labels, and update the class labels. We consider that
all the SMS messages in ‘All Malicious’ and ‘Majority Malicious’ classes are
malicious SMS, and we check the majority malicious class to look for any
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misclassification. If no misclassification is found, we then give a reason why
the message is labelled as malicious. In order to verify the SMS messages
in ‘All Normal’ and ‘Majority Normal’ classes, a further analysis is required,
with additional information, to make a decision about the reported messages.
The four class labels will then be sent to SMS correlation components.

3.3.4 Android profiling analysis
To build an Android profile, we extracted the features that are related to SMS
botnet behaviours. The profiles are collected in smartphones and then reported
these profiles to service provider by the app-profile and the user-profile agents.

In an Android platform, an SMS botnet wishing to infect a smartphone
must trick an Android user into installing a malicious application that can
receive commands from a C&C server through SMS text messages. To detect
the SMS botnet, it is important to monitor all installed applications, running
applications, granted permissions for running applications, and running ser-
vices. We take an extra precaution by keeping track of browser usages, in order
to prevent any communication with the bot through the browser. One botnet
behaviour is to send out SMS messages at premium-rate without the user’s
knowledge. We are able to spot this behaviour by observing user connectivity
times and SMS logs. In Android devices, permissions are used to notify the
user of what activities will be carried out and which resources an application
will gain access to. The basis of the profile analysis component is a form of
profile aggregation which accepts profiles as input and produces high level
attack scenarios as output, displaying the results in an Abnormal Profile Table
(APT), as shown in Figure 2.

3.3.4.1 Profile aggregation
The main idea behind profile aggregation is to group all similar profiles
together. Studies differ in their criteria for alert aggregation; for example in
some studies, alerts are considered similar to each other if they have the
same attributes, while in others similarity may be based on several attributes.
Alert aggregation has been recognized to be highly effective in decreasing
the alert volume. The aggregation of profiles takes into account the similarity
between particular profile features. Similarity between values of each fea-
ture (e.g. Android ID, FromPhone#, ToPhone#, sending time, received time,
URLs, Command, Phones#, Content, Phishing Words, contact list, dangerous
permissions, services, connectivity time) has been well-defined based on
the characteristics of each feature. What alert aggregation is looking for is
any deviation that can be recognized as abnormal behaviour. This abnormal
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Figure 2 Profile analysis diagram and abnormal profiles table.

behaviour is referred to as malicious activity. For instance, one of the attributes
is ‘sender phone number’ (“FromPhone#”). We would examine in connection
with the text messages sent from that number, the percentage of devices that
have reported the same suspicious phone number. Similarly, we compare user
connectivity time with outgoing SMS time stamps by investigating the logs
reported by SMS detection agents.

3.3.4.2 Profile prioritization
The next phase of profile analysis is to prioritize each profile based on the
following two features: dangerous permissions, and user connectivity time.
The objective is that, by means of the profile priority rank, an administrator
can choose a high risk profile as the selected profile for further correlation
and analysis. If the profile has dangerous permissions and connectivity time,
it will be considered a high risk profile; otherwise, it will be considered low
risk. The profile outputs will be stored in the abnormal profile table.
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Android attackers enable malicious applications to send out SMS messages
to premium-rate phone numbers without the user’s knowledge, and to send
out text messages while the phone is in sleep mode. The proposed framework
is able to detect these malware activities by taking user connectivity time into
account, along with dangerous permissions, when prioritizing profiles.

3.3.4.3 Abnormal Profiles Table (APT)
Figure 2 contains an illustration of an APT. APTs maintain records of all
reported Android profiles. In the detection module, the SMS profiling and
Android profiling agents decide about an SMS message and its profile on
receipt. The APT divides profiles into two categories. Normal profiles, which
consist ofAndroid profiles with no indication of suspicious activity;Abnormal
profiles, which are recorded in the APT of the profile analysis, and require a
suitable response.

TheAndroid profiling analysis engine combines those profiles that have the
same attributes, except “Android ID”, “sending time”, and “received time”,
and then flags these as combined profiles. The “Android ID” is the unique
name of the reported device. The algorithm then applies profile prioritization
to prioritize the profile outputs based on risk. The suspicious profiles will be
stored in the APT that can then be used by the SMS correlation component
and the Security Administrator.

3.3.5 SMS correlation
SMS messages have additional attributes that are noted in the detection
module. These attributes are used to create profiles. We attach the features
to find any correlation between outputs from profiles and the text messages.
To reconstruct attack scenarios based on the profiles and the reported SMS in
each class label, we use SMS correlation to identify the relationship between
the outputs of the profiles and each detected SMS message. The idea behind
SMS correlation is to provide insight into attacks by analyzing raw profile
outputs and SMS messages. SMS correlation is too difficult to be attempted
in a single stage.

3.3.5.1 Rule-based correlation
In anAndroid platform, any application that sends or uses SMS service features
must have permissions to access the service. An attacker has to define the
permissions it needs before starting an attack. The important fields that need
to be considered are in rule-based correlation as follows: attack prerequisites,
or logical conditions that ensure the success of the attack; attack consequences,
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or logical conditions that identify the influence of the attack when this attack
succeeds; and scenarios that describe the combination of events which are
necessary to detect an occurrence of the attack [9]. In this approach, alerts are
basically a set of logical facts about how Android platforms and SMS botnets
work. In order to correlate two alerts directly using rule-based correlation, one
predicate in the consequences condition of the fist alert should be connected
with one predicate in the prerequisites condition of the second alert. We have
studied the characteristics ofAndroid SMS botnets and extracted some features
that can aid in the detection of SMS botnets. After these alerts are discovered,
correlation rules are applied, which explain the conditions under which an alert
may occur, and preparation is made for the second alert, in order to correlate
them directly if applicable.

3.3.5.2 SMS correlation engine
At first we apply feature extraction to each SMS message. The results of the
feature extraction are called alerts. In the second step, we will correlate each
SMS messages to its profile outputs. If the message has an alert, we apply
the correlation rules explained in Table 4. If any match of the rules is found,
the SMS message will either be labelled as malicious or will require further
analysis by an administrator. However, if there is no match, the algorithm will
apply the next correlation rules. Take for example the scenario of an SMS that
has “has URLS” as one of the extracted features. That SMS will be compared
with corresponding profile outputs that have the features, “Blacklist” (F1),
“In contact list” (F2), “Dangerous permissions” (F3), “SMS sent in sleep
mode” (F4), and “The percentage of same SMS reported by Android devices”
(F5), and with the profile that have at least one of these feature, as shown
in Table 4.

3.4 Defence Module

Typically, an SMS defence module begins by gaining insight into unknown
SMS botnets and then generates signatures and rules. The defence module
described in this paper attempts to protectAndroid smartphones by introducing
a proactive approach to generate signatures and rules. The defence module
consists of four components, namely, signature generation, phone number
blacklist (PNBL), malicious application analysis, and response action. The
signatures identify known SMS botnets and the rules that are used to spot
unknown SMS botnets. The defence module uses the output received from
a detection module to make logical decisions based on a set of policies that
have been established by a human-network manager.
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Table 4 Correlation rules
Extracted Features F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 Action
Sender num Yes Malicious

No No Yes No 0% Malicious
No No No No 5%↑ Malicious
No No No No 5%↓ Check URL

Has URL No Yes Yes No 0% Malicious
No Yes No No 20%↑ Malicious
No Yes No No 20%↓ Check URL
No No No No 5%↓ Malicious
No Yes No No 10%↓ Malicious
No No Yes No 0% Malicious
No No No No 5%↑ Malicious
No No No No 5%↓ Check num

Has num No Yes Yes No 0% Malicious
No Yes No No 20%↑ Malicious
No Yes No No 20%↓ Check num
No No No No 5%↓ Malicious
No Yes No No 10%↓ Malicious
No No Yes No 0% Malicious
No No No No 2%↑ Malicious
No No No No 2%↓ Check command

Has command No Yes Yes No 0% Malicious
No Yes No No 2%↑ Malicious
No Yes No No 2%↓ Check command
No No No No 2%↓ Malicious
No Yes No No 2%↓ Malicious

Content No Yes Yes No 40%↑ Malicious
No No Yes No 10%↑ Malicious
No Yes Yes 0% Malicious

Outgoing SMS No Yes No 0% Malicious
No No Yes 0% Malicious
No No No 0% Apply above rules

3.4.1 Signature generation
The idea behind signature generation is to generate signatures that are rep-
resentative of attack patterns. To ensure acceptable rates of false positives
and false negatives during the signature detection process, we consider many
exploits, and frequently update the signatures. The central agent sends the
signature updates to all Android mobile devices.

The first line of defence against SMS botnet activities is the signature
detection module in Section 3.2, which scans incoming and outgoing SMS
messages. Obviously, known SMS botnet attacks would be easily stopped by
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blocking SMS messages that match the corresponding signatures. Unknown
SMS botnet attacks, however, if they match the defined rules, will be reported
to the detection module as suspicious messages in order that we may perform
further investigation and label them either malicious or normal. For all
messages labelled malicious, signatures will be created based on selected
features that are described in Table 1.

3.4.1.1 Signature generation engine
The defence module receives the malicious SMS messages reported by the
detection module.At first we compare the new SMS messages with the existing
malicious SMS messages. If an SMS message already has a signature, the
algorithm will attempt to match the message’s other features. If there is any
match, the SMS message will be ignored. If there is no match, the algorithm
will generate a signature of the following features: FromPhone#, ToPhone#,
URLs, Command, Phones#, Content, and Phishing Words. It will then repeat
the same process until it has generated a signature for each malicious SMS
message. The signature updates will be sent to all subscribed Android mobile
devices.

3.4.2 Phone Number Blacklist (PNBL)
Blocking malicious SMS is the primary defence against SMS botnet attacks.
Clearly, SMS-based attacks would be defendable by filtering if there were
regularities in one or more of the attributes of the malicious SMS on Android
smartphones. A phone number blacklist (PNBL) contains a list of phone
numbers that the SMS botnet detection app should block and should not accept
any SMS text messages from. A PNBL can be queried with the signature
detection module and allows an efficient way to perform lookups. As an
example, when detection results report that a set of malicious SMS messages
having the same phone number (a common feature of malicious traffic) is
initiating harm (sending SMS spam, commands, etc.), we would generate
a signature of the phone number and then send it to the signature detection
module in Android smartphones, so that the module could perform a signature
scan and block SMS text messages from this phone number.

3.4.3 Malicious applications analysis
Malicious apps are the primary means by which SMS botnets, receiving
commands through the SMS service, perform attacks.Analyzing reported apps
and extracting their features is therefore a strong method of defence against
SMS botnets. The profiling analysis step is done in the detection module, and
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the outputs are shown to a security administrator, who can perform static and
dynamic analysis using common tools.

The profile outputs represent the degree of risk presented by an installed
application (low, medium, or high), as gauged by a specific set of security
rules. For example, the use of permissions is not as dangerous in some apps as
it is in others. The profile outputs can include a normal feature of an attacked
smartphone and can be part of a totally legitimate profile. However, a malicious
app can also exploit this feature. Research experiments show that, it may not
be always possible to confirm the intent of using permission to recognize an
attack. Nevertheless, security administrators are be able to use this technique
to understand the functionality of the malicious app, and to confirm features
and characteristics of malware.

3.4.4 Response
The results of the detection module determine the degree of threat or severity
of an attack against the Android smartphone. Although identifying malicious
SMS messages will help to block SMS botnets by taking down SMS bots and
cutting the C&C channel, it also requires the Android user to cooperate by
removing the malicious application.

The security administrator is able to send a request to users, asking them to
perform an action, for the protection of their smartphones. We have developed
an SMS botnet detection app that runs agents, performs signature detection,
and provides an interface to allow the administrator to communicate and
interact with the Android user. In the Android platform, users themselves
have to uninstall the apps based on the information provided. The adminis-
trator provides an extensive explanation about the malicious app, including
information about its publisher, and other apps from the same publisher. Also,
the administrator indicates what dangerous permissions the app used, and
notifies the user that the app is sending out SMS messages without the user’s
knowledge.

4 Experiments and Results

To determine the capability of the multi-agent system, the SMS signature-
based detection module, the anomaly-based detection module, and the defence
module in accurately detecting SMS botnets, we conducted different experi-
ments. We analyzed the overall performance of our proposed framework and
provided a thorough analysis of JADE agents monitoring mechanism after
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demonstrating the capability of each module individually. Table 5 summarizes
the details of the five datasets.

To generate signatures, we used five types of datasets as shown in
Table 6.

4.1 Signature Detection Module Results

In this experiment, we used two datasets. The first dataset is a labeled dataset
called the British English SMS that has 425 malicious text messages. The
second dataset is the NUS dataset that has over 55,000 unlabeled text messages
to evaluate the proposed framework. First, the experiment used the British
English SMS; we loaded all SMS messages and ran our application prototype,
then reported the results. In the second experiment, we randomized the NUS
dataset that has total of 55,835 text messages that have the threats that are
defined in Section 5. We divided the 55,196 SMS messages into 11 sets, each
set having approximately 5,000 SMS messages. We used 11Android emulators
to load each set to an emulator and ran our SMS botnet detection application
prototype. As is shown in Figure 1, we first ran the feature extractor and then
applied our SMS signature detection algorithm to classify the SMS message
to normal, suspicious, or malicious.

In this experiment, Figure 3 shows the experiment distribution results of
signature detection module for each set. Also, the summary of NUS dataset
signature detection results are shown in Table 7. The signature detection agents

Table 5 Details of the datasets used for experiments
Labelled

Dataset Name Dataset Creator Hams Spams Unlabelled
DIT SMS Spam Delany et al. [10] 0 1,353
smsSpamCollection Almeida et al. [4] 4827 747
IIIT-D SMS Spam Kuldeep et al. [20] 1000 1000
British English SMS Nuruzzaman et al. [17] 450 425
NUS SMS Corpus Chen et al. [7] 55,835

Table 6 The number of signatures records
Dataset Name Content URLs Phone Num Phishing Words Commands
DIT SMS Spam 1353 95 1165 0 0
IIIT-D SMS Spam 1000 129 304 0 0
SMS Spam Collection 747 104 490 0 0
British English SMS 425 56 248 0 0
Our dataset 0 824 0 170 397
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Figure 3 The experiments distribution result of signature detection.

Table 7 The proposed framework experimental results
Types Features # of SMS Total Percentage

SMS body 0
Phones 3

Malicious URLs 23 165 0.5%
Commands 139
FromPhone# 0
ToPhone# 0
Phones# 869

Suspicious URLs 144 3081 5.5%
Commands 2182

Normal 51721 94%

send 3,115 suspicious SMS text messages and 165 malicious SMS messages
to the SMS profiling agent and sends commands to app-profile and user-profile
agents requesting the current profiles be sent to theAndroid profiling agent. 139
of SMS messages contained C&C botnet commands that have corresponding
command signatures and 26 malicious SMS messages have malicious URLs.
The signature detection agents reported 869 suspicious phone numbers, 144
suspicious URLs, and 2,182 suspicious commands.

4.2 Anomaly-Based Detection Module Results

In this section, we evaluate the proposed detection approach using the standard
metric. The SMS botnet detection module receives the reported SMS messages
and Android profiles, and then performs anomaly detection. We performed
the experiments using various datasets. The input to the detection module
consisted of three types of data: well-known datasets, reported SMS messages,
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and reported Android profiles. It was vital to select appropriate datasets to
evaluate the precision of the proposed approach. IIIT-D SMS Spam Dataset
[20], a labeled dataset which has 1,000 spam SMS messages and 1,000
normal SMS.

In order to get the anomaly-based detection module to perform well and to
detect SMS botnets intelligently, we used four steps of evaluation methodology
to detect SMS botnets. First, the anomaly-based detection module takes the
labeled datasets that contain malicious and normal SMS [4] and cluster them
based on content similarities using the X-means algorithm. The result of the
clustering produces a number of clusters that are analyzed and categorized
into four class labels. Second, the anomaly-based detection module uses
the 353 reported SMS messages that need to be classified into one of the
four class labels using the SMS classification approach. Third, the anomaly-
based detection module applies profile analysis to the Android profiles using
aggregation and prioritization techniques to produce an abnormal profile
table (APT). Finally, the anomaly-based detection module applies rule-based
correlations to SMS messages in the four label classes and the profiles outputs
in order to label each message in each class label as a malicious or normal
message.

In the service provider server, where all agents reported the SMS messages
and its profile. We started by combining all the datasets that are described
in Table 5 and we removed duplicated from the datasets. Although SMS
spam messages are characterized by obfuscation, we kept many of the non-
identical messages that might still be close matches. We randomized spam
SMS messages and normal SMS messages and chose 500 normal SMS
messages and 500 spam SMS messages.

In the first step, we clustered 1,000 SMS messages using X-mean clustering
technique and then applied our clustering analysis method. The results of
SMS clustering algorithm are described in Table 8. In the second step, we
applied an SMS classification algorithm by taking 165 reported malicious SMS
messages that were received from signature detection agents and classified all
malicious SMS to malicious class labels which help to classify suspicious
SMS messages. The SMS classification algorithm also classified the 3,081

Table 8 The SMS clustering and classification results
Type of Data M MM N MN Total
Dataset SMSes 338 107 153 402 1000
Malicious SMSes 165 0 0 0 165
Suspicious SMSes 56 39 2891 95 3081
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Table 9 The detection module results for NUS dataset
Label Total Phones# URLs Commands Phishing Words
malicious 941 818 136 281 144
normal 2152

reported suspicious SMS messages to one of four class labels. The result of
the classification are given in Table 8. For the NUS dataset, 2,891 of SMS
messages are classified as normal and 95 SMS messages are classified as
majority normal. 56 SMS messages are labeled as malicious and 39 SMS
messages are labeled as majority malicious. In the third steps, Analyze the
reported profiles by applying the Android profiles analysis algorithm that
produces the abnormal profile table. In the fourth step, employed SMS
correlation algorithm that applied correlation rules 4 to label the instances
in each one of four class labels. Table 9 shows the results of the detection
on NUS dataset. 941 of SMS messages are labeled as malicious and 2,152 of
SMS messages are labeled as normal.

4.3 Discussion

We are focusing on detecting malicious applications that misuse the Short
Message Service (SMS). Considering the privacy of users’ information, the
proposed approaches always show the user what the agent will send and get
the user’s permission to send it. We have collected all the features that we
think will play an important role in identifying these malicious applications.
These features are critical to user privacy and the user may be concerned
about the data that the agents capture. One solution is to give the user full
decision-making power on whether or not to allow the agents to send the
information to the service provider. Our approach provides full details about
the detected SMS to the user, who may take action by deleting the SMS and
removing all the reported applications. The goal of the proposed framework
is to protect SMS from malicious interference. Google has improved the use
of SMS provision starting with Android version 4.4 but attackers always have
ways to obfuscate Android security, and thousands of mobile devices are still
using older Android versions.

To avoid loss of connection, Android agents are in charge of confirming
that the data are received and stored safely in the service provider. JADE has
the ability to maintain the connection between agents and has a store-and-
forward mechanism; if the connection is lost, the agent will re-establish the
connection as soon as it is available and re-transmit the data as soon as the
connection is up [6].
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5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we have proposed an SMS-based botnet detection framework
that uses multi-agent technology based on observations of SMS and Android
smartphone features. The proposed detection framework is based on a multi-
layer model which consists of three processing modules with the use of JADE
agents: 1) SMS signature-based detection; 2) SMS anomaly-based detection;
and 3) a defence module. In addition, multi-agent technology is a powerful
tool that can monitor certain environments and report abnormal behaviour in
order to protect user data. investigation to confirm whether the SMS message
has C&C instruction.

The work performed in this paper provides a basis for future research of
intrusion detection systems based on a multi-agent system in mobile devices.
One area of future work is applying a broader range of features for intrusion
detection. These features need to be calculated in real-time to enable the
detector to keep up with large number of the reported SMS messages and
their profile. Another interesting area that can be investigated in the future
is to extend the framework. If an agent can make decisions on the fly about
suspicious SMS messages. These decisions are based on other agents findings
if they report the same SMS message with its characteristics.
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